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ABSTRACT
Large cities across the United States are currently facing problems of de-
clining areas of commercial concentration.
There may be many reasons for these declines. Perhaps the problem lies in
a larger surrounding community which has proven unable to meet the zone's fin-
ancial demands. On the other hand, the originally programmed uses of the spaces
may have proven unsuitable for the zone's actualized future demands.
Out of these zones may grow viable commercial nexus which might serve as
catalysts for their surrounds. By providing avenues for economic investment,
they will attract business, thus adding financial stability to the zone.
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Based on my site analysis in Chapter I, I find
















An earlier feasibility study was executed by Andrew
Smith in an MIT Master's thesis in City Planning in
1978. Some of his findings are as follows:
Housing Type
1 - 2 Units
3 - 4 Units
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Based on the findings of Andrew Smith, I have de-




















Because of the steep rise of ledge on the Allegheny
boundary of the site, my design is based on a sys-
tem of three layers. The lowest level is retail
and parking. The middle is commercial (office) and
parking. And the highest is residential.
Because they are low enough to relate to ground
level, most roofs are used for seating and plant
growth.
The previous issues of impacit, site analysis,
and programming lead me to the followinq assump-
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Elderly housing is located along Tremont where its
residents can take advantage of the view of the
local activity. It is provided with a commons room
which can serve as laundry, meeting and vending for
produce and plants grown on its roofs. In anticipa-
tion of an increase in the number of handicap vic-
tims among these residents, elderly housing has




Family units are grouped around a central outdoor
space where children can play under adult super-
vision. Each unit is two or more levels to give
everyone direct ground access. There is also a
common playroom for use as a shelter during in-




In anticipation of students and young professionals,
singles housing is aggregated with a social room
















The bi-level parking structure permits two points
of access. At the first level is a public entrance,
while the connected second level has a controlled
residential entrance. After business hours, resi-
dential motorists may park in first level spaces.
Additional visitor parking is provided on-grade
off Allegeny Street.
The parking demand was based on the following
formula:
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CALCULATIONS FOR PARKING DEMAND
Spaces/ Appro





























Openings: Window and door sizes are based on ac-
cepted user-based dimensions. These openings can
be doubled or halved, inset or projected.
long short
double single single double single















Double doors (upper floors)
('4






















Materials vary from concrete on the lower levels
to support the parking structure to wood at the
residential level to relate to the existing neigh-
borhood fabric. Where the two meet at the resi-
dential level, the material is brick face which






In addition to those covered in my attempts,
there are other issues which a more in-depth study
should consider.
Proper implementation of this scheme would re-
quire a more intensive planning study. There are
many community and commercial organizations in the
area which have strong impacts on any developments
introduced to the neighborhood and their interests
must be addressed.
Further, the preserve abutting the site and
the strip along Alleghany Street are still under-
developed and their futures are uncertain.
Finally, zoning ordinances and building codes
must be checked for approval.
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In an attempt to offer a solution to the
ledge site design problem it was necessary to in-
troduce most of the surrounding issues. However,
the size of the project prohibited the intense
level of attention to detail needed to complete
the process. This project might become an extended
study for a group of people with planning, develop-
ment and architectural skills.
Through the design process, a few of my myths
were destroyed. The tolerable height of the site
was not the mid-rise I expected, but a lower one
which better complemented the surrounding heights.
This also limited the number of residential units
possible.
Further, the existence of a thirty foot ledge
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on the Allegheny boundary of the site proved to
be neither a hindrance nor a purely visual phenom-
enom, but an incentive to introduce ascending
platforms on which to increase the amount of
buildable space.
The ledge site represents a prime opportunity
for developers to spur further improvements in the
Brigham Circle area. Its consistency should be
of retail, commercial and residential uses. Be-
cause of its potential, it might serve to unite
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